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Abstract— Malware analysis using the Volatility Memory 

Forensic tool. Running the sample of malware takes Ram 

dump and analyse process running during malware execution 

and which kind of packer file like DLL, BAT, EXE ETC. 

running internally. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This Document elaborates about the running activity of 

malware. What kind of process going to execute and which 

kind of data import inside machine and go outside going from 

the machine. 

A. Ram Dump 

Take the Dump of running System. It captures all the activity 

which is running in a live state. Before power off system take 

memory dump, it will collect all the activity. Using Ram 

Dump collect tons of Artifact from that. 

B. Malware 

It’s a malicious Script Code, which does some abuse activity 

in the system. Malware are different kind of behaviour every 

malware has its own different work. As per Malware Script 

or after run malware identify which kind of suspicious 

changes occur in the system file and Registry content. 

 
Fig. 1: Analysis Process of Malware 

C. Malware Analysis Type 

1) Static Malware Analysis 

In static analysis of apk using the source code analyse 

the apex. Which kind of exile, dell, and bat file is packed 

inside main apk file? Using passive mode apk analysis in the 

internal source code. It’s also called offline analysis modes. 

2) Dynamic Malware Analysis 

In Dynamic analysis run apk and then analyse the 

Process of apk. What kind of services are running. Import 

data as well as what kind of data Export after 

running apk. Dynamic Analysis is an Active mode of 

analysis. Also call live analysis. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

Volatility Framework Command Line tool Used for captured 

Ram analysis. Also find all other running Detail of process 

and process ID and Thread Detail.so many other thing to find 

using ram analysis. Tons of evidence find using ram Analysis. 

 Step to Check Malware process going on using 

Volatility tool with different plugins. 

 Here taking one malware sample which named 

lab01.exe it’s taken from practice malware analysis lab 

practical book. 

A. PSSCAN 

To scan process while running on Ram. 

 
Fig. 2: 

Here after running malware it internally run explorer.exe file 

which is not relevant to the process. While system infected 

with malware. Its run in background while malware running. 

B. PSLIST 

To list all the process which running in backend or in front 

end side to the user side. 

 
Fig. 3: 

C. PSTREE 

Process tree each and every process and sub process details. 

 
Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 5: 

D. Process Exploration 

Here labs3.exe file taking one malware sample and execute 

on system and taking the command line base process details 

like last updated time and Raw data of process. Here taking 

Malware practical book example from the Background 

process we can identify the process name and function of 

process and so many things using the process exploration. 

 
Fig. 6: 

Socket and process pid details of the process and its process 

sequence number. 

 
Fig. 7: 

Unknown process list with unknown extension of file not 

mention over process details. 

 
Fig. 8: 
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